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Company Overview

NPC is a dynamic company specializing in the assembly of complex
electromechanical groups operating in the business of automation world. The
vision always focused on seeking out new opportunities has prompted the
company to invest in the aerospace sector by creating Spacemind division,
consisting of a team of highly qualified aerospace engineers. Spacemind target is
to shift the paradigm through a research and development activity aimed at the
realization and commercialization of innovative products from satellite
subsystems to complete nanosatellite hardware and missions.
It has been in 2014 when the strategic vision chose to blend Spacemind
aerospace design skills with the long time expertise of NPC operators in
assembling and managing complex and innovative machines. This is how the
MORAL project, an extraordinary product family dedicated to astronomical
professional and amateur sector, was born.
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“Not just a supplier. Your partner”
We strongly believe that a good business relationship, lasting and
profitable, can not only be based on a mere supplier-client relation.
That's why NPC does not provide products, but provide solutions: only by
carefully opening up to customer-specific requirements, targeting the
identification and implementation of the performant and cost-effective
solutions to the needs, it is possible to reach technological and
operational high level goals. That’s why NPC supports customers with a
flexible and high capable performant facility through which multiple
activities, test and product integration can be satisfied. Engineering
skills, multidisciplinary experience and wide supply network provided can
allow the customer to rely on NPC as the sole resource able to carry on
the full development of the project and able to respond to any necessary
or emerging development in the course of the work.

“Quality and performances”
NPC provides a high quality standards as proven by ISO9001
certification obtained in 2015 along with ISO14001. As integral parts
of the production provided, the quality level of the supply network is
an integral part of NPC business policy. In a dynamic and changing
business scenario as the current one, product quality must be
supported by flexibility and responsiveness in the face of any
demand. NPC concentrates most of its strengths in the continuous
performance assurance both in the evaluation phase and in the
concrete production activity: its ability to react to any demand with
concept designs and quotes provided within a few days and constant
compliance with delivery and intervention time are key elements to
allow the customer to obtain the most from its business.
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MORAL Telescope mount
MORAL (MOunt Robotic ALtazimuth) consists in a
family of ALT-AZ mounts for optical telescopes and
laser instrumentation. Direct drive motors are used
for Azimuth and Elevation motion, that coupled with
control system guarantee fast and precise tracking,
making MORAL suitable for astronomy, satellites
tracking, space debris monitoring in SSA applications
and observation of LEO objects.

the same level of quality and outstanding
performances characterizing the system.
MORAL mounts are in fact designed to be flexible for
multiple applications (optical, laser, radio) and
powerful tool for high demanding performances for
professional observatories, defense applications and,
possibly, semi-professional amateur applications.










MORAL was born with M1000 version, 1 m class
telescope mount designed for professional
astronomic applications.
The excellent technological and operational results
achieved by the system made immediate the design
of rescaled versions of the system, respectively the
M500 and M700 versions. In spite of the reduced
dimensions, all the products of MORAL family ensure
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High torques and high slew rates
1 Arcsec of pointing precision
Nasmyth compatible layout
Coudè path compatible
Azimuth unlimited free rotation
Open communication protocol
Full customization of motion parameters
Compatible with commercial astronomy sw
Custom brackets for payload integration
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The accurate determination of rotation axes is achieved
thanks to precision bearing units and optimized mechanical
design, while motion is performed by means of two servo
drives controlled by a main motion controller connected to the
workstation. Two high resolution absolute angle encoders
permit to read the position and slew rate of the two axes. The
electrical cabinet is separated from the mount in order to offer
a flexible installation according to the needs.
MORAL is designed to be exploited also in areas where adverse
effects of corrosion due to the external environment could
damage the structure and affect the proper functioning of the
internal components. For this reason the protection
treatments and the sealing system have been carefully
designed: the main structure is realized in s355 structural
steel and AISI304 steel with each internal and external
component undergoing anti-corrosion treatment, while the
sealing architecture is designed to protect all internal
components from dust and humidity, thus increasing the
maintenance of the highest levels of quality of the product
during the operational life. The sealing is made using NBR ORings and wipers while all the electrical connections are
designed with IP64 protection.
.
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The handling of the system has been studied in order to realize a product that can be easily
inspected allowing maintenance and replacement of the main components (motors, encoders,
controllers…) avoiding the full disassembly of the system. A braking system is installed ensures
the safety of payload and operators during operations in case of sudden power loss or call for
emergency stop.
The system presents an innovative design that guarantees unlimited rotation on AZ axis in order
to overcome the issue related to the need for homing in case of multiple rotation of common altaz mounts. Thanks to this feature it is ensured that MORAL will always reach the target by the
fastest way at any time and in any working condition. To do so also devices connected to the
payload shall be driven accordingly by AZ axis by the use of slip-rings, this shall be defined and
designed according to customer requirements. In some cases it is possible to foresee the
mounting of a device on board of the mount, bringing required power supply and then sending
signals in multiple ways. In general it is always possible to integrate a various number of devices
on board the mount (a laptop as well) that in the end permits to transmit the data through a
favorable connection (cable/wireless).
The fork layout is designed to provide maximum operative flexibility: the system has been
designed to be compatible with laser ranging applications, thus it has been designed with the
predisposition for a coudè path installation. The structure and the through hole shafts permit the
integration of adequate laser beams trough properly designed pipe layout.

Motion performances have been obtained
through a careful on-the field control
system design and tuning, exploiting an
oversized mockup payload to simulate
large telescopes mass and inertia.
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Aerospace Design
MORAL project is the perfect representation of the flexible
and innovation oriented mind of NPC, targeted to overturn
the state of the art also in already widely known areas of
technologies. MORAL has been in fact conceived applying
tools and design methodology of the aerospace and space
sector, applying thus concepts used for nanosatellite and
aeronautical products. This makes possible to significantly
increase the quality of a "ground" system thanks to the
ability to consider and solve commonly neglected functional
issues that on the contrary may have a significant impact on
the overall system performances and capability.

In particular this applies to the structural design of MORAL which
has been conceived and verified as a real aerospace structure.
This led to a light-weight and dynamic performant structure with
respect to the admissible load that can be sustained and
operated. State of the art meter class telescope mounts may be
affected by problems during operations that if neglected may lead
to significant pointing and tracking errors. Also, whether an
accurate optimization has not been performed, this behavior can
be unpredictable depending from different payload
characteristics. In order to avoid this issue, a huge optimization
has been conducted to increase the dynamic stability in
consideration of different payloads and operative conditions,
without introducing additional mass but acting solely on system
geometry distribution and analysis and ensuring thus the
maximum level of performances and flexibility.
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System performances
Torque motors are responsible for axes motion; dynamic motor performances for each
version of MORAL are not fixed but related to the payload mechanical properties. Basically
there are two levels of dynamic performances design. The first is a low level design
consisting in exclusive right of the supplier and based on hardware configuration: according
to payload specifications and operational requirements it is possible to configure hardware
parameters in order to define the range of performances desired by the user.
The second is a high level design available for users through MORAL Control Panel: users
can modify parameters such as velocity, acceleration, deceleration and jerk in the range
permitted by low level design (safety range). The reason of the two configuration levels is
due to the willingness to provide to the customer/user the maximum flexibility ensuring
him to operate in a safety range of possible parametrization previously agreed.

Customer

High level
customization

N.P.C.Spacemind

Low level design
- Payload Specifics

N.P.C.Spacemind & Customer

- Customer requirements

The scope of NPC Engineering department is to ensure the possibility to operate in nominal
performances and beyond for each application and payload. This is possible thanks to the
.
parametric design adopted that permits a rapid system adaptation without incurring in
major mechanical modification or high cost engineering process.
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Parametric Design Approach
Parametric design approach is one of the key features characterizing MORAL mount family.
In an extremely dynamic application reality it is necessary to be able to satisfy any kind of requirement.
For this reason NPC decided to apply a parametric approach in the design of MORAL that permits to
.
easily tune the system according to customer requirement both in terms of hardware and software,
without incurring, in most of cases, in any additional engineering costs. For this reason, a real
“standard” version of MORAL does not exists: each proposed version can be adapted to satisfy any kind
of performance and application scenario.

Performance
All possible
performances
obtainable

.

Flexibility
Quick response to
requirements
modification

Cost effective
No additional costs on
customer side

However NPC is glad to propose a small range of pre-configured mounts version as initial baseline
proposal to facilitate the choice of the proper solution and satisfy the most of the possible
applications. Even if in the standard configuration is suitable for most cases, however, it may be
necessary to introduce design modifications whether specific requirements or constraints applies.
MORAL is thus modeled around customer needs so that any emerging application issues can find an
efficient solution. Starting from pointing and motion performances, through power supply and
consumption requirements up to hardware and software implementation, the user can customize any
version of MORAL to meet any need or constraints of the application scenario.
 Increase motion performances
 Reduce power consumption according
to scenarios constraints
 Power supply special requirements

Performances

 Through hole shafts
adaptation
 Custom lines at EL axis
 Custom cabling solution
 Special handling requirements

Layout

Mechanical

Software
 Special software interface
 Customer required additional
operational mode
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 Dimension adjustment
 Customer required
interfaces

Flexible and fast installation
MORAL is provided with all necessary hardware to be fully operational and permit flexibility of
installation. Main hardware consist in the fork mount, the separated electrical cabinet and a
remote handheld controller.

The fork mount requires to be installed on a proper rigid and stiff basement, whose stability
and structural stiffness is critical to obtain correct system performances. The installation
basement is not provided being dependent on customer constraints and requirements. MORAL
can be installed in a fixed ground-anchored basement or in a movable basement anchored to
the mount that can be properly lifted and moved through different sites. The recommended
basement characteristic and parameters will be provided by NPC engineers. Any different
installation basement/support has to be approved before the use by NPC engineers.
System integration is performed through the use of 6 threaded bars that require to be rigidly
constrained and inserted into the basement. Once the system has been installed it is required
to perform levelling operation in order to align the Az axis with zenith. 3 Bars placed at 120°
shall be exploited for system levelling.
The mount is the main hardware of MORAL whose description is provided in previous paragraph.
Standard mechanical interfaces for payload integration are provided allowing the customer to
integrate its own interface for a specific payload by means of a crown of fixing screws properly
located to ensure the maximum flexibility. However, according to customer needs and
requirements, modification to interfaces can be made in order to directly have both the
elevation shafts ending with the required interfaces.
Mount is provided with inspection apertures that the customer can exploit for personal
hardware internal integration or for special cabling of proper instrumentation. It is therefore
intended that not all these are freely accessible by the customer: service apertures are only
for exclusive right of NPC operators being related to system functionality.
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The electrical cabinet of MORAL contains all the electrical system and controlling devices
included the CPU with already installed the controlling software. The cabinet is flexible in
position and according to cable length it can be placed within a certain region around the
mount. Standard cabinet has dimensions of 806x606x200 mm and can be installed
vertically or horizontally according to installation configuration. Electrical Cabinet may
however be reduced in size according to customer requirements. Electrical cabinet shall be
placed in a region out from the influence area of the mount with integrated telescope. For
safety reasons the electrical cabinet shall be accessible during motion without the risk to
enter in the action range of the mount. The cabinet is provided along with the cable kit to
permit quick installation and connection with the mount. Remote handheld controller is
connected directly to the electrical cabinet and permits to control the mount. Remote
controller is not necessary if control is performed using a workstation with MORAL Control
Panel. However it is suggested to exploit always both remote controller and MORAL Control
Panel: remote controller can in fact be exploited to quickly move the mount manually during
tracking improving the pointing with a 8 directional joystick (4 main direction plus 4
combined) and for a fast slew rate selection within the desired set of velocities. In order to
permit full control of the system, the remote controller permit to activate the mount and
call the emergency stop with red mushroom.
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Baseline Solutions Overview
NPC is able to provide multiple solutions for telescope pointing systems based on MORAL technology. Fork ALTAZ
mount are the first and most common required mounts for the most of astronomic applications and scientific
applications. There are thus cases in which the fork configuration may not be the best choice and can be
substituted with the T configuration, permitting to operate multiple payload simultaneously. A range of versions of
altaz mounts in Fork and T configuration constitutes the standard solutions offered by NPC. However NPC can
design and produce each kind of pointing platform according to customer special requirements.

Model
M500
M700
M1000
T500
T1000

Configuration
Fork
Fork
Fork
Double elevation
Double elevation

Maximum payload aperture
500
700
1200
na
na
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Max Load
300 Kg
500 Kg
1000 Kg
2x250 Kg
2x500 Kg
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MORAL Fork mounts baseline
MORAL Fork mounts are the basic solution for astronomic application permitting the
integration of centered payload connected to the two elevation interfaces at the top of
the fork. Even if motion performances are of course dependent on payload size and
mechanical properties, however NPC provides a baseline solution dimensioned to ensure
the nominal level of performances for most of the application cases.
M500

Mechanical Data
Operational Performances

Weight
Height
Fork Aperture
Distance between Plates
Through hole Elevation (Nasmyth)
Through hole Azimuth axis
Nominal Load
Maximum Load
First Frequency mode (@NL)
Protection
Treatment
Power Supply
Acceleratio/Decelaration (nominal)*
Maximum acceleration*
Operative velocity *
Maximum operative velocity*
Rotation angle on azimuth
Rotation angle on elevation
Minimum Alt axis braking time

±1 Arcsec

±1 Arcsec

±1 Arcsec

<500 millisecond

<500 millisecond

<500 millisecond

Real time 2ax synchronous control

Operational Data

Controller

Electrical line **

M1000

ca 120 Kg
ca 330 Kg
ca 700 Kg
1104 mm
1162 mm
2308 mm
1000 mm
1212 mm
1925 mm
595 mm
795 mm
1410 mm
100 mm
100 mm
100 mm
30 mm
60 mm
60 mm
1471 (150) N (Kg)
2950 (300) N (Kg)
4900 (500) N (Kg)
2950 (300) N (Kg)
4900 (500) N (Kg)
9810 (1000) N (Kg)
30 Hz
28 Hz
23 Hz
Protective seals – general machine grade IP54
Rust protective painting
230 VAC (standard)
230 VAC (standard)
230 VAC (standard)
2
2
2
60 Deg/sec
60 Deg/sec
60 Deg/sec
settable
settable
settable
30 Deg/sec
30 Deg/sec
30 Deg/sec
settable
settable
settable
Free rotation (Uninterrupted passage through meridian)
0 – 180° (Free rotation if required)

Pointing accuracy

Software and Interface

M700
s355 Steel with antirust treatment

Material





ASCOM Platform Driver
GUI
Controlling PAD




Fixed power and signal lines 2A @ 24V
Custom power and signal lines (standard is 4 x 250VDC/VAC – 10A, 2 USB
1.0/2.0)

Operative Temperature

-30°÷40 °C

Storage Temperature

-40°÷60 °C

* Value of acceleration and slew rate are related to the moved payload. The operative parameters can be optimized and adapted in order to define required axis
performance once a full characterization of the payload has been provided. Nominal value of acceleration 60°/sec2 and slew rate 30°/sec2 are default setting for 300
Kg nominal payload. Refers to annex 1 (graph in Fig.3) to estimate performances ranges.
** Represent the power line available at elevation axis thus passing through the Azimuth slipring. Those are components that increase the possibilities of the whole
system permitting unlimited rotation in AZ. Data Refers to the standard slip rings mounted. In case of specific requirements slip rings can be easily adapted. Whether
not possible slip rings can be bypassed (Operating the mount in normal 0-360 rotation in AZ).
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M500
MORAL M500 is the smaller version of MORAL family mounts:
designed for telescopes up to 500mm, in spite of the small
dimensions it is however able to operate payloads of 150 Kg (up to
300Kg) with outstanding motion performances. Thanks to this it is
the suitable solution for simultaneous mounted payloads. MORAL
M500 was born from the requirements of professional high quality
flexible solution the realization of observatory networks in SSA
application scenario.
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Data provided are referred to the standard M500 configuration and estimated for a reference payload. The payload
reference characteristic are a guideline only for the limit value to be considered: values below the provided ones
are fully compatible with the mount in standard configuration. Higher values or higher performances required may
be still compatible or in case require a configuration upgrade (see chapter Parametric Design Approach).
Admitted misalignments are indicated in the table below.

PAYLOAD Reference Values

MOTION Reference Values

Weight [Kg]
Inertia [Kgm2]

150
30

Margin on Power
Istantaneous Peak Power [W]

10%
800

Margin

20%

Continuous Power [W]

70

Inertia with margin [Kgm2]

36

Acceleration/Deceleration AZ/EL[°/s2]

60

Max Weight Displacement [Kgm]

1,5

Limit Velocity AZ/EL [°/s]

200

CG admitted max misalignment [mm]

11

Distance Between Plates [mm]

595

The graph below shall be used to evaluate maximum obtainable motion performances according to payload
inertia. [NOTE: Graph data are referred to standard configuration]. Margin on mechanical parameters are
considered for a conservative approach. Azimuth performance are evaluated considering the EL axis at 0° thus
having the maximum inertia with respect to AZ axis. Values provided are evaluated with a residual safety margin
of 20% on the available power.

Accelerations Estimation
EL Max Acceleration

AZ Max Acceleration

200,00
180,00

140,00
120,00
100,00
80,00
60,00
40,00
20,00
0,00
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
105
110
115
120
125
130
135
140
145

Acceleration Deg/s2

160,00

Payload Moment of Inertia (Kgm2)
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M700
MORAL M700 represent a strong and versatile solution for medium
class telescopes and medium size payload. The system is highly
performant being able to operate a payload of 300 Kg (up to 500 Kg).
M700 is specifically designed for telescope in the range of 600 to
700 mm aperture, whether required, the system can be adapted for a
800 mm aperture telescope.
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Data provided are referred to the standard M700 configuration and estimated for a reference payload. The payload
reference characteristic are a guideline only for the limit value to be considered: values below the provided ones
are fully compatible with the mount in standard configuration. Higher values or higher performances required may
be still compatible or in case require a configuration upgrade (see chapter Parametric Design Approach).
Admitted misalignments are indicated in the table below.

PAYLOAD Reference Values

MOTION Reference Values

Weight [Kg]
Inertia [Kgm2]

300
60

Margin on Power
Istantaneous Peak Power [W]

20%
1600

Margin

30%

Continuous Power [W]

242

Inertia with margin [Kgm2]

78

Acceleration/Deceleration AZ/EL[°/s2]

60

Max Weight Displacement [Kgm]

1,5

Limit Velocity AZ/EL [°/s]

200

CG admitted max misalignment [mm]

13

Distance Between Plates [mm]

795

The graph below shall be used to evaluate maximum obtainable motion performances according to payload
inertia. [NOTE: Graph data are referred to standard configuration]. Margin on mechanical parameters are
considered for a conservative approach. Azimuth performance are evaluated considering the EL axis at 0° thus
having the maximum inertia with respect to AZ axis. Values provided are evaluated with a residual safety margin
of 20% on the available power.

Accelerations Estimation
EL Max Acceleration

AZ Max Acceleration

200,00
180,00

140,00
120,00
100,00
80,00
60,00
40,00
20,00
0,00
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
105
110
115
120
125
130
135
140
145

Acceleration Deg/s2

160,00

Payload Moment of Inertia (Kgm2)
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M1000
MORAL M1000 represent the definitive solution for 1m class
telescopes and professional observatories. The system is
targeted to high demanding applications in astronomical and
defense scenarios with the possibility to operate up to 1000Kg
payloads with a maximum aperture of 1.3 meter. M1000
represents the native project from which the minor versions of
MORAL have been derived.
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Data provided are referred to the standard M1000 configuration and estimated for a reference payload. The
payload reference characteristic are a guideline only for the limit value to be considered: values below the
provided ones are fully compatible with the mount in standard configuration. Higher values or higher
performances required may be still compatible or in case require a configuration upgrade (see chapter Parametric
Design Approach). Admitted misalignments are indicated in the table below.

PAYLOAD Reference Values

MOTION Reference Values

Weight [Kg]
Inertia [Kgm2]

500
405

Margin on Power
Istantaneous Peak Power [W]

10%
7800

Margin

20%

Continuous Power [W]

286

Inertia with margin [Kgm2]

486

Acceleration/Deceleration AZ/EL[°/s2]

60

Max Weight Displacement [Kgm]

23

Limit Velocity AZ/EL [°/s]

195

CG admitted max misalignment [mm]

47

Distance Between Plates [mm]

1340

The graph below shall be used to evaluate maximum obtainable motion performances according to payload
inertia. [NOTE: Graph data are referred to standard configuration]. Margin on mechanical parameters are
considered for a conservative approach. Azimuth performance are evaluated considering the EL axis at 0° thus
having the maximum inertia with respect to AZ axis. Values provided are evaluated with a residual safety margin
of 10% on the available power.

Accelerations Estimation
EL Max Acceleration

AZ Max Acceleration

200,00
180,00

140,00
120,00
100,00
80,00
60,00
40,00
20,00
0,00
150
170
190
210
230
250
270
290
310
330
350
370
390
410
430
450
470
490
510
530
550
570
590
610
630
650
670
690
710

Acceleration Deg/s2

160,00

Payload Moment of Inertia (Kgm2)
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MORAL T mounts baseline
MORAL T mounts represent a professional solution for applications requiring the simultaneous motion of
multiple payloads. MORAL T-model are characterized by a single central placed elevation block. The advantage
of this configuration is the possibility to simultaneously handle more than one telescope exploiting the dual
interface available or, alternatively, operate a single heavy and large sized payload.
According to that, differently than the fork mounts, the range of motion performances obtainable are strongly
dependent by the payload interface layout required by the customer, thus, the most significant parameter for
the user to evaluate the compatibility of the solution for his application is represented by the effective torque
available at the axis. A specific custom design may be necessary in many cases to determine the suitable and
best-fitting solution for each application. NPC Engineers will support the customer providing a detailed
technical evaluation and analysis of the performance of the system provided given payload and application.

Operational Performances

Mechanical Data

T500

Pointing accuracy
Minimum Alt axis braking time

±1 Arcsec

±15 Arcsec

<500 millisecond

<500 millisecond

Real time 2ax synchronous control

Operational Data

Controller
Software and Interface

Electrical line **

T1000

High strength structural steel with antirust treatment
ca 270
ca 500
1324
625
590
493
2450 (250) N (Kg)
4900 (500) N (Kg)
3430 (350) N (Kg)
6870 (700) N (Kg)
Protective seals – general machine grade IP54
Rust protective painting
230 VAC (standard)
230 VAC (standard)
2
2
80 Deg/sec
80 Deg/sec
settable
settable
60 Deg/sec
60 Deg/sec
settable
settable
Free rotation (Uninterrupted passage through meridian)
0 – 180° (Free rotation if required)

Material
Weight [kg]
EL Axis Height (from ground) [mm]
Distance between T1 and T2 Plates [mm]
Nominal Load per arm
Maximum Load per arm
Protection
Treatment
Power Supply
Acceleratio/Decelaration (nominal)*
Maximum acceleration*
Operative velocity *
Maximum operative velocity*
Rotation angle on azimuth
Rotation angle on elevation





ASCOM Platform Driver (compatible with commercial astronomy software)
GUI
Controlling PAD




Fixed power and signal lines 2A @ 24V
Custom power and signal lines (standard is 4 x 250VDC/VAC – 10A, 2 USB
1.0/2.0)

Operative Temperature

-30°÷40 °C

Storage Temperature

-40°÷60 °C
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T500
MORAL T500 represents a high performance solution for applications requiring
the simultaneous motion of multiple payloads. The system is designed to provide
extremely high performances with considerable loads: T500 in baseline
configuration is in fact dimensioned to operate 300Kg per arm with nominal
acceleration/deceleration of 80°/s2 .

MOTION Reference Values
Margin on Power

10%

Istantaneous Peak Power [W]

3000

Continuous Power [W]

286

Acceleration/Decelaration AZ/EL[°/s]

60

Limit Velocity AZ/EL [°/s2]

195

PAYLOAD Reference Values (per arm)
Weight [Kg]

300

Inertia [Kgm2]

60

Margin

20%

Inertia with margin [Kgm2]

72

Max Weight Displacement [Kgm]

11

CG admitted max misalignment [mm]

78

Distance Between Plates [mm]

552

Accelerations Estimation

EL Max Acceleration

Single Payload Moment of Inertia (Kgm2)

24

145

140

135

130

125

120

115

110

105

100

95

90

85

80

75

70

65

60

55

50

45

40

35

30

25

20

15

10

200,00
180,00
160,00
140,00
120,00
100,00
80,00
60,00
40,00
20,00
0,00
5

Acceleration Deg/s2

AZ Max Acceleration

T1000
MORAL T1000 is an affordable solution for applications requiring high values of torque at elevation and azimuth
axis with a modest pointing precision. Native application scenario of T1000 mount is represented by satellite
ground stations, in particular for what concerns pointing and tracking of large antenna dishes (4-6m). Accuracy and
motion performance are thus dimensioned to satisfy point & tracking requirement of LEO satellites. It is however
possible to implement typical MORAL pointing precision (1 arcsec) to be compliant with astronomic applications.

MOTION Reference Values
Margin on Power

5%

Istantaneous Peak Power [W]

13000

Continuous Power [W]

286

Acceleration/Deceleration AZ/EL[°/s2]

60

Limit Velocity AZ/EL [°/s]

195

PAYLOAD Reference Values (per arm)
Weight [Kg]

750

Inertia [Kgm2]

1400

Margin

15%

Inertia with margin [Kgm2]

1610

Max Weight Displacement [Kgm]

50

CG admitted max misalignment [mm]

-

Distance Between Plates [mm]

493

Accelerations Estimation
AZ Max Acceleration

EL Max Acceleration

200,00
180,00
140,00
120,00
100,00
80,00
60,00
40,00
20,00

Single Payload Moment of Inertia (Kgm2)

25

2700

2600

2500

2400

2300

2200

2100

2000

1900

1800

1700

1600

1500

1400

1300

1200

1100

1000

900

800

700

600

0,00
500

Acceleration Deg/s2

160,00
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Software and User Interface
MORAL Control Panel
In order to be operated MORAL is provided with MORAL Control Panel software to
be operated using a workstation/computer and compatible with commercial
astronomy software through ASCOM platform, or as well operable stand alone.
MORAL Control Panel permits to operate and communicate with the control
system installed in the mount CPU not accessible by the user.
In order to exploit MORAL mount full functionalities for each type of application,
the customer can use its proper control system or software to operate MORAL
mount. To do so, NPC provides TCP/IP communication protocol of the control
system to allow the customer to implement its proper software to operate the
mount issuing directly motion instruction to the mount CPU.
.
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Network Based Control
TCP/IP Communication
Open Com Protocol

MORAL Control Panel:
GUI
ASCOM Driver
Open Communication
Protocol
Power Supply
230 VAC (standard)

Electrical Cabinet
Flexible mount
Mount control
Emergency Stop
Cooling Fan

Remote Handheld controller:
Axis rate selector
Az/El Motion

MORAL Control Panel is designed to allow the end user to
customize the motion profile according to its requirements
defining all the motion parameters in terms of slew rates,
accelerations, decelerations, and emergency stop severity.
Any value can be set to motion parameters within the limits
of system resolution and within the manufacturer's security
limits*. While operated by external astronomic software,
MORAL Control Panel allows the customer to choose to use
the external software tracking functions (by sending simple
command statements), or to use the proprietary internal
control algorithms contained in the control system of the
CPU. In particular, NPC provides 3 algorithm for star
tracking and 1 algorithm for satellite tracking.

*that can not be modified unless expressly required by the application and only by NPC operators
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